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classic: going large in 2017 

 
As repeatedly hinted at for the past two years, in 2017 The Melbourne Literature Seminars will offer a series 
of long courses on four foundational texts of the classical canon, plus an American tall tale about the biggest 
one ever to get away . . .  
 

 

 

Homer, The Iliad 
The rage of Achilles and much, much more.  Homer’s epic helped to define the 
genre.  Any modern translation will serve, but this by Robert Fagles is among the 
best: current, racy and knowing. 
 
Penguin ISBN 13: 9780140445923 
 
12 2-hour sessions (times TBA) 
fee: $250.00 

Homer, The Odyssey 
Odysseus taking the long way home, courtesy of a number of seriously cross-
tempered deities.  Part adventure story, part meditation on the psyche’s voyage of 
self discovery, always enthralling.  Again, I recommend Fagles’ translation, though 
any modern translation will serve if you’ve already got one. 
 
Penguin ISBN 13: 9780140449952 
 
12 2-hour sessions (times TBA) 
fee: $250.00  

Ovid, Metamorphoses 
Ovid played naughty kid brother to his contemporary, Virgil, though both ended their lives in 
exile for different reasons.  His Metamorphoses provided a rich vein of narrative for Renaissance 
verse and drama, in stories many of which you’ll know even if you’ve never read the originals.  
His takes on classical myth are part parody, part canny psychologising.  Find out where Chaucer 
learned a great deal of both his wisdom and his cheeky audacity.  David Raeburn’s translation for 
Penguin Classics is both a good read and well annotated. 
 
Penguin ISBN 13: 9780140447897 
 
12 2-hour sessions (times TBA) 
fee: $250.00 
 

 

Virgil, The Aeneid 
Aeneas does an Odysseus in reverse, journeying from his ruined home to found a new Troy.  
Virgil’s great work is part homage to Homer, comprising both reverential echoes and allusions 
and shameless plagiarisms, and part political propaganda cooked up to tickle the vanity of his 
patron, the first emperor of Rome, Caesar Augusus.  Fagle’s translation does considerable justice 
to Virgil’s Latin verse, long celebrated as a stylistic exemplar. 
 
Penguin ISBN 13: 9780143106296 
 
12 2-hour sessions (times TBA) 
fee: $250.00 
 

 

 

Herman Melville, Moby Dick 
They don’t come any bigger or badder (and that’s just Cap’n Ahab!).  Melville’s grand sea-yarn 
is a world in a bottle, part comedy, part tragedy, part swashbuckler, part dissertation in seriously 
dissenting metaphysics.  Indebted throughout to all four of the classic texts listed above and 
much else besides.  Life, the universe and everything within the confines of one Nantucket 
whaler called the Pequod. Come aboard . . . ye’ll not regret it.   Once more Penguin provides a 
well-annotated edition at a decent price. 
 
Penguin ISBN 13: 9780142437247 
 
12 2-hour sessions (times TBA) 
fee: $250.00 


